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The scenery of the theory of groups, their representations, and 
homogeneous spaces in view of the intensive interaction with the mathe- 
matical physics deeply depends on changes in it. Thus, formation of the 
modern quantum field theory (string field theory, conformal field theory, 
etc.) provoked the elaboration of a new block including the infinite dimen- 
sional geometry, harmonic analysis on infinite dimensional manifolds, and 
the theory of representations of the infinite dimensional algebras and 
groups. 

At the same time, methods of the quantum field theory penetrated into 
abstract mathematics (topological quantum field theory [l, 23). There 
exist some arguments for the hypothesis that the conformal quantum field 
theory and its generalisations [3-91 would be useful in the singularity 
theory. One should suppose that the version of the operator formalism of 
the quantum field theory based on the local field algebras would play the 
role analogous to one of the coliomology theory in the topology. 

All these circumstances explain the appearance of the papers [IO, 1 l] 
devoted to the algebraic formulation of the described version based on 
the infinite dimensional geometry. In these papers we constructed the 
L-algebra L(Cvir) in which the model of the Verma modules over the 
Virasoro algebra is realised. The local held algebras are constructed from 
the following data: 

-the structural algebra (which in the conformally invariant case 
coincides with the L-algebra L(Cvir); 

- the algebra of primary fields which is an arbitrary associative algebra 
of geometric objects on the support manifold (the universal covering of the 
complex plane without a point in the conformally invariant case). 

So one should describe the structure of the L-algebra L(Ctlir) in detail for 
the purposes of further investigations. This is the aim of this paper. 
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2 DENIS JURIEV 

I. THE MODEL OF THE VERMA MODULES OVER THE VIRASORO ALGEBRA 

The model of the Verma modules over the Virasoro algebra Crir is the 
representation of this algebra in the direct integral 

of the Verma modules [ 12, 131 over Cuir with the fixed central charge c. 
There exist several realisations of the model. 

It is convenient to consider the case of the Lie algebra sl(2, C) as a 
simple analogue. The model of the Verma modules over sl(2, C) is the 
representation of this algebra in the direct integral 

+ 
V, dh 

of the Verma modules [14] over sl(2, C). 
The simplest realisation of the model of the Verma modules over sl(2, C) 

is that of Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand (BGG-realisation) [lo]. The 
model space consists of all holomorphic functions of two complex variables 
z and u’. The variable z belongs the complex plane and the variable M 
belongs to the universal covering of the complex plane without a point. 
The action of sl(2, C)-generators is determined by the formulae 

(1) 

The model space for the Virasoro algebra in BGG-realisation consists 
of all holomorphic functions of complex variables M’, c,, c2, c3, cd, . . . . 
C II, ... . The variables c, belong to the complex plane and the variable M 
belongs to the universal covering of the complex plane without a point. 
The action of Cuir is defined by the formulae 

L --p= c (k+ l,Ck+p ;+c,, P>O 
kal k 

L,=*C kc,+; 
k>l k 

L,= c 

a a2 

k>l 
(k+2)ckdc --- c ‘k&- 

2w ~ 
ktl k>l k ait- ac, 
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i, 
L,= c (k+3)ckdck+, 

k,l 
--4 c ‘k& 

ksl 

where bk(UI, u2, uj, u4, . . . . u,,, . ..) are the Laurent coefficients of the function 
l/( 1 + 24, \1’ + U2 W2 + UJ W3 + #q W4 + . . . + U,,IP + . . ‘). 

In both cases (sl(2, C) and Ctlir) the highest vectors in the model have 
the form uPh. The weight of the vector ueh equals h. 

Another realisation of the models was constructed in Ref. [lo]. The 
model spaces coincide with the those described but in the formulae for the 
action of the corresponding Lie algebra there are supplementary terms. 
Namely, in the case of the algebra sl(2, C) new generators have the form 

L-,=L-, (in BGG-realisation) 

L,=L, (in BGG-realisation) (3) 

L,=L, 
d 

(in BGG-realisation) + u12 -. 
SW 

The highest vectors in the model of the Verma modules over sl(2, C) 
defined by (3) have the form 

u,=I~-“F(-h,2(-h+l);z,r), 

where F(a, b; U) is the degenerate hypergeometric function. 
In the case of the Virasoro algebra new generators have the form 

L-,= L-, (in BGG-realisation), P>O 

Lo=Lo (in BGG-realisation) (4) 

d 
L, = LI (in BGG-realisation) + M” - 

au- 

L,=L, 
S” s (in BGG-realisation) + 3~” - - ~1~ - 

dw ac, dw’ 

The highest vectors in the model of the Verma modules over Cuir defined 
by (4) have the form 

Oh = M - hG( c; h; c, w, c2 w2, c3 MI’, c‘j w4, . . . c, lP, . . . ), 

where the function G(c; h; ui, u2. u3, u4, . . . . u,, . ..) is the infinite dimensional 
analogue of the hypergeometric function introduced in [ll]. 
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2. THE L-ALGEBRA L(Ctlir) WITH THE DIRECT RECORDING OF ELEMENTS 

DEFINITION 1. Let R be an associative algebra with the unit over the 
field K, g-the Lie subalgebra of Der(R). Then an associative algebra A 
with the unit over the field K is called the L-algebra over the pair (R, g) 
iff A is the right R-module (so R-bimodule in a natural way) and the 
g-module so that the structure of the g-module is compatible with the 
structure of the left R-module. 

Let 0 be the algebra of holomorphic functions on the universal covering 
of the complex plane without a point. Then the algebras sl(2, C) and 
Cvir reg = span(L ,, L,, L,, L,, . ..) lie in Der(0). The model spaces for 
sl(2, C) and Coir possesses the obvious structure of the right O-modules by 
the multiplication on the functions of the variable )I‘. 

Accordingly to [ 111 the model (3) of the Verma modules over the 
algebra sl(2, C) admits exactly one structure of the L-algebra over 
(0, sl(2, C)) with the described structures of the right O-module and 
g-module such as L-, T(Q) = T(L ~, @), where @ is an element of the 
model and T is the operator of the right multiplication in the L-algebra. 
The constructed algebras was denoted as L(sl(2, C)). 

Analogously, the model (4) of the Verma modules over the Virasoro 
algebra possesses exactly one structure of the L-algebra over (0, Cvir,,) 
with the described structures of the right R-module and Cuir,,,-module 
such as L up T(Q) = T(L PP@), where @ is an element of the model and T 
is the operator of the right multiplication in the L-algebra. The constructed 
algebra was denoted L(Cuir). It should be mentioned that the structure of 
the algebra L(Cuir) as an associative algebra does not depend on the 
central charge c. 

As the associative algebras the L-algebras L(sl(2, C)) and L(Cuir) are 
isomorphic to the algebra of all differential operators on the complex plane 
with coefficients in 0 and the squashed product U( L + ) K 0 of the universal 
enveloping algebra U( L + ) of the Lie algebra L + = span( L ~, , L ?, L 3, 
L P4, . ..) with the commutative algebra 0, respectively. 

The representation of elements of these algebras by the elements of the 
models (3) and (4) is called the direct recording. The direct recording of 
the element @ is denoted as [@Id. 

THEOREM 1A [ 111. In the direct recording the operators of the left 
multiplication in the algebra L( sl( 2, C)) have the .form 

T(z)= L-, 

a 
T(w)=w----, 

?z 
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so the isomorphism of the algebra L(sl(2, C)) and the algebra of all differen- 
tial operators on the complex plane with coeficients in 0 has the form 

THEOREM 1B [ 111. In the direct recording the operators qf the left 
multiplication in the algebra L( C’uir) have the form 

T(c,)= L-, 

T(w)= 1 \t’ I-kp ’ ’ 2 a 

k>O 
ac,’ ac2’ ac3,““ iic,‘“‘ 7 

where 

P&4,, u2, u3, . . . . u,, . ..)= 1 

P,(u,, 242, 243, . ..) u,, . ..)= -24, 

P,(u,, u2, 243, . ..) f4,1, . ..) = #2 - u; 

P3(u1, u2, u3, ..., u,, ... )= -(u,-33u,uz+2u;) 

P,(u 1, u2, u3, ..., u,, ... )=u,-4u,u3+10u~uz-52&2u:, etc., 

so that 

CW,)~ mJl=(4-P) mp+J 

[T(c,), T(cp(w))] = T(( -WY)‘-” cp’(w)). 

We now describe the left action of the L-algebra L(sl(2, C)) on itself in 
the BGG-realisation. In this case T(c,) = L-p and the problem is to find 
the formula for the action of T(w). We denote T(w) as T, and mention that 

CL-,. Tl= 1 

[Lo, T] = -T 

[L,, T] = T2. 

Let T= wT” - 818~; then 

CL-,, To1 =0 

[Lo, To] =0 

[L,, To] =TOwTo+ $, To . [ 1 z 
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Choose the ansatz To = x tkfk( u), t = X, u = n( ?i&), then 

fk(u)= ’ 

k-l 

k(k+Z(l +u)) j-0 

where UJ(u) =f(u + 1 ), .fo = 1. 
One should find the number analogue of this series 

I k- I 

ak=k(k+26) ,=O 
c ajak. i. IT a,= 1 

The generating function cp( t) = x aktk obeys the next differential equation 

rcp+(1+26)ci,-cpZ=0. 

So T’(t, U) obeys the corresponding operator equation 

rP+(I+2b) PO-TO* TO=O, 

where 

f‘(u) * g(u)= (g(uT) Uf(u)) Ircu. 

The action of T on the highest vectors has the form 

To describe the left action of the L-algebra L( Cuir) on itself in the BGG- 
realisation one. needs to find the formula for the action of T(w) because 
T(c,) = L--p. One should mention that T(w) is uniquely determined by the 
conditions 

[L,, T(w)] = ( -T(w))‘+~, p= . . . -2 ) - 1, 0, 1, 2, . . 

Problem. To give the explicit formulae for the unique operator T in the 
model of the Verma modules over the Virasoro algebra in the BGG-realisa- 
tion (2) such as [L,, T] = (- T)ltp for all p. 

3. THE L-ALGEBRA L(Ctlir) WITH THE REVERSED RECORDING OF ELEMENTS 

In this paragraph we introduced the reversed recording of elements of 
the L-algebra L(sl(2, C)) and L(Coir) and investigate some of its 
properties. 
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We say that )?zk is the reversed recording of the element @ of the 
L-algebra L(sl(2, C)) and write [@IT = M*‘z~ iff @ = T( ~1)~ zk. 

THEOREM 2A. The action of the algebra sl(2, C) in the L-algebra 
L(sl(2, C)) with the reversed recording qf elements has the form 

(5) 

Proof: One should use the relations [L,, T(w)] = (- T(w))’ +P. 
We say that H~‘c~;~. .. c? is the reversed recording of the element @ of the 

L-algebra L( Cvir) and write [@I, = \v”c:] . . . c? iff @ = T( s)~- clfl . . . c>. 

THEOREM 2B. The action of the algebra Cvir in the L-algebra L(Cvir) 
\rith the reversed recording of elements has the form 

L --p= 1 (k+l)Ck+p P>O 
ktl 

LO= 1 kc,-&-w; 
k,l k 

(6) 

L,= c ck (k+2)$-2 & 
kal ( hfl I k > 

L,= c ck 
k>l ( 

(k+3)& 
k+Z -(4&($)2) & 

- 6, $, . . . . 
1 

&))+0.5c (-&-($)‘)-,*,3 2. 

The proof is analogous to the proof of Part A. 
As established, the L-algebra L(sl(2, C)) as an associative algebra coin- 

cides with the algebra of differential operators. The quantities [@I, and 
[@Id are the left and right symbols of the operator @. Let us denote 

R,: @ + [a], 

R,: @J + [@Id. 
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Then R,R;’ may be described by the integral formula [ 151 

It should be mentioned that R,R;’ is not defined on the highest vectors 
II,, determined by the degenerate hypergeometric functions. In the case of 
the L-algebra L(Coir) the situation is similar. 

Problem. To find the integral formula for the transformation R,R;’ 
from the direct recording to the reversed recording in the L-algebra 
L( Ccir). 
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